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Abstract

Until recently
 verifying multipliers with formal methods was not feasible
 even
for small input word sizes� About two years ago
 a new data structure
 called
Multiplicative Binary Moment Diagram ��BMD
 was introduced for representing
arithmetic functions over Boolean variables� Based on this new data structure

methods were proposed by which veri�cation of multipliers with input word sizes of
up to ��� Bits is now feasible� Only experimental data has been provided for these
veri�cation methods until now�

In this paper
 we give a formal proof that logic veri�cation with �BMDs is
polynomially bounded in both
 space and time
 when applied to the class of Wallace�
tree like multipliers�

� Introduction

Verifying that an implementation of a combinational circuit meets its speci�cation is an
important step in the design process� Often this is done by applying a set of test�input
patterns to the circuit� With these patterns a simulation is performed to ensure oneself
in the correct behavior of the circuit�

In the last few years new methods have been proposed for a formal veri�cation of
circuits concerning the logic function represented by the circuit� e�g� 	FFK

�� 	MWBS

��
	BCM���� 	Bry��� 	ABC����� These methods are based on Binary Decision Diagrams
�BDDs� 	Bry
��� But all these methods fail to verify some interesting combinational
circuits� such as multipliers� since all BDDs for the multiplication function are exponential
in size 	Bry����

Recently� a new type of decision diagrams the Binary Moment Diagrams �BMDs�
	BC��� have been introduced� BMDs are a data structure for representing linear arith�
metic functions with Boolean domain� Extending the BMD data structure by additional
multiplicative edge�weights have led to so called Multiplicative Binary Moment Diagrams
��BMDs� 	BC���� �BMDs have been successfully used to verify the behavior of combina�
tional arithmetic circuits such as multipliers with a hierarchical description 	BC���� Now
it became possible to verify the behavior of some multiplier circuits with input word sizes
of up to �� bits 	BC���� Motivated by these results� several extensions of this approach
have been discussed 	DBR���� 	CFZ��� and in the meantime integrated in systems for
veri�cation of arithmetic circuits 	CB���� Also �oating point units have successfully been
veri�ed 	CCH����� The veri�cation method of 	BC��� is based on partitioning the circuit
into components with easy word�level speci�cations� First it is shown� that the bit�level
implementation of a component module implements correctly its word�level speci�cation�
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Then the composition of word�level speci�cations according to the interconnection struc�
ture of the whole circuit is derived� This composition is an algebraic expression for which
a �BMD is generated� Then this �BMD is compared with the one generated from the
overall circuit speci�cation�

One problem arising with this methodology is the need of high�level speci�cations of
component modules� Another one is� that once having changed from the bit�level to the
word�level� information about the exact ordering of connections at module boundaries is
no longer accessible� Taking these problems into account� Hamaguchi et�al� have proposed
another method for verifying arithmetic circuits� They called their method veri�cation by
backward construction 	HMY���� This method does not need any high�level information�
We will give an overview of the method in Section �� In 	HMY��� only experimental data
has been provided to show the feasibility of their method�

In this paper� we will give a formal proof that veri�cation by backward construction
is polynomially bounded with respect to input word size� We consider not a speci�c
multiplier circuit� but the class of Wallace�tree like multipliers� e�g� 	Wal���� 	LV
���
Additionally� we consider not only the costs of intermediate results� but also the costs�
that arise during the synthesis operation on the �BMDs�

The paper is organized as follows� In the next Section we brie�y review the �BMD data
structure� We give detailed insights in some basic operations on �BMDs� In Section � we
introduce our example class of multiplier circuits� The method of backward construction
applied to this class of multipliers is explained in Section �� There� we also analyze the
complexity of the method in terms of execution steps and space�requirement� In Section �
we will summarize our results and show the application to veri�cation� Finally� we point
out directions of further research�

� Multiplicative Binary Moment Diagrams

In this section� we give a short introduction how to represent integer�valued functions by
the proposed decision diagram type �BMD� Details can be found in 	BC���� 	BC����

�BMDs have been motivated by the necessity to represent functions over Boolean
variables but having non�Boolean ranges� This means functions

f � IBn � ZZ

f � IBn � Ql

mapping a Boolean vector onto integer numbers or onto rational numbers� respectively
	BC���� Here� we will restrict ourselves to integer functions�

For this class of functions the Boole�Shannon expansion can be generalized as

f � ��� x� � f�x � x � fx�

where ��� and � denote integer multiplication� addition and subtraction� respectively�
Note� that x is interpreted here as an integer�valued function� having the image of zero
and one� The Boole�Shannon expansion can be rearranged as

f � f�x � x � f �x� ���

where f�x is called the constant moment and where f �x �� fx�f�x is called the linear moment
of f with respect to variable x� Equation ��� is the moment decomposition of function f

with respect to variable x�
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Figure �� Representation of the function x�x� � x�x� � �x�x� � �x�x�x� as a �BMD

�BMDs are rooted� directed� acyclic graphs with nonterminal and terminal vertices�
Each nonterminal vertex has exactly two successors� The edges pointing to the successors
are named low� and high�edge and the successors themselves are named low� and high�
successor� respectively� The nonterminal vertices are labeled with Boolean variables the
function depends on� The variables appear in the same ordering on every path from the
root to the terminal vertices� i�e�� the �BMD is ordered� The terminal vertices have no
successor and are labeled with integer values� The low� �high�� edge of a nonterminal
node points to the constant �linear� moment of the function represented by this node�
The �BMD is reduced with respect to isomorphic subgraphs and unnecessary variables�
i�e�� there are no two distinct vertices that are roots of isomorphic subgraphs and there
is no nonterminal vertex with the high�edge pointing to a terminal vertex with value ��
This would indicate a variable on which the function does not depend� as can be deduced
from Equation��

Additionally� a �BMD makes use of a common factor in the constant and linear mo�
ment� It extracts this factor and places it as a so called edge�weight on the incoming edge
to the node� This could lead to smaller representations�

For example� a �BMD with root vertex v labeled with x and weight m on the incoming
edge to v represents the function

fv � m � �flow�v� � x � fhigh�v��� ��

In the following� we will no longer distinguish between the node v� labeled with a
variable x and simply �the node x�� if the context is clear�

In this paper� we will consider integer edge�weights and integer values of terminal
vertices since we are interested in integer linear functions only� To make the �BMD�
representation canonical� a further restriction on the edge�weights is necessary� The edge�
weights on the low� and high�edge of any nonterminal vertex must have greatest common
divisor �� Additionally� weight � appears only as a terminal value� and if either outgoing
edge of a node points to this terminal node� the weight of the other outgoing edge is �
	BC����

As an example for a �BMD consider Figure �� Low� and high�edges are labeled with �
and �� respectively� Edge�weights are written in square boxes on the corresponding edges
and nodes are labeled with corresponding variables� Edges without square boxes have
edge�weight ��
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{ check for terminal cases;

else

{

E4 = mult(E2,E3);

S = add(E1,E4);

return S;

}

}
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subst(*BMD(f), x <-- *BMD(g))

if (topvar(*BMD(f)) == x)

S = add(low(*BMD(f)),mult(*BMD(g),high(*BMD(f))));

E2 = subst(high(*BMD(f)), x <-- *BMD(g));

E1 = subst(low(*BMD(f)), x <-- *BMD(g));

E3 = MakeNode(topvar(*BMD(f)));

Figure � Sketch of the substitution algorithm

��� Basic Operations on �BMDs

We now present in detail an algorithm� which is the basis for veri�cation by backward
construction�

The method of backward construction is based on substituting variables in a �BMD
for a function f by a �BMD for another function g� According to Equation ���� this
substitution is based on the following formula�

f jx�g � f�x � g � f �x ���

A sketch of the substitution algorithm can be seen in Figure � It starts with a �BMD�f�
and a �BMD�g�� which is a notation for the �BMD representing the function f and g�
respectively� Additionally� the variable x that is to be substituted� is handed to the
algorithm� If the top variable of �BMD�f� is not the variable to be substituted� the
algorithm calls itself recursively with the low� and high�successor� If the variable x is
found� an integer multiplication and an integer addition is performed �line ���

The algorithms add for integer addition and mult for integer multiplication are based
on the following recursive formulae 	BC����

f � g � �f�x � g�x� � x � �f �x � g �x� ���

f � g � �f�x � g�x� � x � �f�x � g �x � f �x � g�x � f �x � g �x� ���

Remark�

� Both algorithms have exponential worst case behavior 	End����

In the following we show� that under speci�c conditions� the worst case will not occur�
The key to this is a �BMD with a speci�c structure� which we call Sum Of weighted
Variables �SOV�� The �BMD for the unsigned integer encoding function

f �
n��X
i	


ai
i
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Figure �� The SOV�structure

is is an example of a �BMD in SOV�structure� Its outline is given in Figure �� A �BMD
in SOV�structure has the following properties�

�� There is exactly one nonterminal node for each variable�

� The high�edge of each nonterminal node points to a terminal node�

�� The high�edges are labeled with the weights � and point to a terminal node� marked
with a value of the corresponding variables�

�� All but the last low�edge point to a nonterminal node� �The last one points to a
terminal node��

Because of these properties the substitute algorithm simpli�es considerably� Let us
assume f is a �BMD in SOV� g is a �BMD not in SOV and the variable x is somewhere
in the middle of f � In a �rst phase lines  and � are executed continually until x is
reached� Line � calls a multiplication and an addition� The multiplication returns its
result immediately since high�f� is a terminal node� The complexity of the addition
depends on the �BMDs f and g� But again� the SOV�structure reduces the number of
execution steps� since f �y is a terminal node for all variables y� Later on in the paper g will
be a �BMD of constant size� so we can give a more detailed analysis� Returning from the
recursive calls of line �� line � does no recursive calls because of high�f�� For the same
reason line � ends immediately and the �BMD E� in line 
 has a depth of ��

For these reasons� maintaining the SOV�structure as long as possible reduces the
number of execution steps of the substitute algorithm� Since substitution is the basic
operation in the method of veri�cation by backward construction the overall number of
execution steps of the method reduces considerably� too� In addition� the SOV�structure
simpli�es the analysis of the complexity of the method extremely�

� The Class of Wallace�Tree like Multipliers

In this Section� we brie�y introduce Wallace�tree like multiplier circuits� For a more
detailed description of a representative of that class see for example 	LV
��� 	Be
��� It
turns out that the suppositions of our statements do not depend much on the structure
of the multiplier� The only assumption we need is� that we can divide the circuit into two
parts� One part calculates the partial products bits� that is the AND of two input bits�
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The other part adds these partial products bits to the �nal result using �only� fulladder�
cells� How these cells are arranged� e�g� as a �to or as a �to reduction 	Be
��� as a
binary tree or as a linear list� has no in�uence on the proof� �Note� that this is a more
general approach than the one considered in 	BC�����

Let a � an�� � � � a
 and b � bn�� � � � b
 be two n�bit numbers �n � m� in binary
representation� �If n is not a power of  extend n to a power of  and set the super�uous
inputs to zero�� The multiplication of a and b is then equivalent to summing up n n�bit
partial products corresponding to the rows of the partial product matrix P�

P �

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB�

� � � � � � � an��b
 � � � a�b
 a
b

� � � � � � an��b� an��b� � � � a
b� �

� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �

� an��bn�� � � � a
bn�� � � � � �

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

� Complexity of Backward Construction

In this Section we analyze the complexity of the method of veri�cation by backward
construction� as introduced in 	HMY���� In Subsection ��� we explain the principles of
the method� In Subsection �� the backward construction of the �BMDs for the adder
part of the circuit is analyzed� In Subsection ��� we take the partial product bits into
account and discuss the resulting complexity� In the last subsection we put together these
parts to get the �nal overall complexity�

��� The Method of Backward Construction

In general� the method of veri�cation by backward construction works as follows� First�
to each primary output a distinct variable is assigned� In the next step the �BMD for the
output word is constructed by weighting and summing up all �BMDs of these variables
according to the given output encoding� �We assume an unsigned integer encoding of the
outputs�� Note� that we obtain the SOV�structure for the resulting �BMD� Then� a cut is
placed� crossing all primary outputs of the circuit� The cut is moved towards the primary
inputs� such that the output lines of each gate move onto the cut according to some
reverse topological order of the gates� While moving the cut towards the primary inputs
of the circuit� the �BMD is constructed as follows� For the next line of the circuit crossing
the cut� which is also an output line of some gate of the circuit� �nd its corresponding
variable in the �BMD constructed so far� Now� substitute this variable by the �output�
function of the gate� delete the output line from the cut� and add all input lines of the
gate to the cut� Finally� the cut has been moved to the outputs of AND gates� computing
the initial partial product bits� The very �nal step is the substitution of corresponding
variables in the obtained �BMD by the initial partial product bits� After this step� we
obtain the �BMD representing the multiplication of a and b if the circuit is correct� As
mentioned above� the cut is moved according to a reverse topological order of the gates�

An example of a combinational circuit and the directed acyclic �multi�graph repre�
senting its structure is given in Figure �� We have labeled the nodes of the DAG with
numbers �� � � � � � �� as an example of a reverse topological order� In general� there exists
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Figure �� The method of backward construction

more than one such order� As we shall see� the two parts of our proof in Subsection ��
and Subsection ��� are not based on the knowledge of a speci�c reverse topological or�
der� as long as we substitute the variables representing the fulladder outputs before the
variables representing the initial partial product bits� If this is not the case� we can give
one speci�c class of variable orders� for that our statements hold� nevertheless� This is
discussed in Subsection ����

��� Constructing the �BMD for the adder part

In this subsection we analyze the costs of constructing the �BMD for the adder�part of
the multiplier� As mentioned� we start at the primary outputs of the circuit and move
toward the inputs of this part of the circuit� These inputs are the output�lines of AND
gates� representing initial partial product bits�

The �rst Lemma shows� that the substitution of the sum� and carry�output of the
same fulladder in a �BMD in SOV maintains the SOV�structure� This means� that SOV is
invariant against these substitutions� For that reason� we have to analyze the substitution
costs for a single fulladder� only �Lemma �� and Corollary ����� to conclude the overall
costs �Theorem ��� and Theorem ����

Lemma ��� Let F be a �BMD in SOV and X denote the variable set of F � Let xi� xj be
two variables in X � which represent the sum� and carry�output of the same fulladder� The
inputs to the fulladder are represented by variables xk� xl� xm �� X � Independent of the
order on the variable sets of the �BMDs involved in the substitution process� it holds that
substituting xi� xj in F by the �BMDs for the functions sum�xk� xl� xm�� carry�xk� xl� xm�
generates a �BMD F � with variable set �X n fxi� xjg� � fxk� xl� xmg and	


� F � is in SOV

�� the terminal value of the high�successors of the nodes for xk� xl� xm in F � is the same
as that for the high�successor of the node for xi in F �
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Proof� The proof is based on a merely functional argument� The function f � that is
represented by the �BMD F � which is in SOV� is the sum of the variables in X � These
variables are weighted with an integer value� Since the variables xi� xj represent the sum�
and carry�output of the same fulladder� they have weights w and w� respectively� For
the sum� and carry�output we get the following functions�

sum�xk� xl� xm� � xk 	 xl 	 xm

� xk � xl � xm � xkxl � xkxm � xlxm � �xkxlxm

carry�xk� xl� xm� � �xk 
 xl� � �xk 
 xm� � �xl 
 xm�

� xkxl � xkxm � xlxm � xkxlxm

by expressing the boolean operations 	 and 
�� by integer addition� subtraction and
multiplication� i�e��

x	 y � x � y � xy

x 
 y � xy

x � y � x � y � xy�

The substitution of xi� xj in f by sum�xk� xl� xm�� carry�xk� xl� xm� yields the following
function f �

f � � � � �� w � sum�xk� xl� xm� � w � carry�xk� xl� xm� � � � �

� � � �� w � xk � w � xl � w � xm � � � � �

as can easily be veri�ed� The rest of the variables in f are not a�ected since xk� xl� xm �� X
and the weighted variables xi� xj appear only once in f � Therefore the �BMD F �� repre�
senting function f �� must be in SOV again� independent of the variable order� Furthermore
all three high�edges of the nodes for xk� xl� xm in F � point to a terminal node with value
w� This completes the proof�

With Lemma ��� we can be sure� that the SOV�structure of the �BMD is maintained�
if we have fulladders as basic cells and if we substitute the variables corresponding to both
outputs of a particular fulladder directly one after another� This is independent of the
chosen variable order and the chosen reverse topological order of the DAG representing
the adder part of the multiplier�

We proceed now with calculating the costs by counting the calls of the substitute
algorithm�

Lemma ��� Let F be a �BMD in SOV with size jF j� Let X � xi� xj� xk� xl� xm� sum�xk� xl� xm�
and carry�xk� xl� xm� be de�ned as in Lemma ��
�
Substituting xi� xj in F by sum�xk� xl� xm� and carry�xk� xl� xm� is bounded by O�jF j� with
respect to time� independent of the variable order or order of substitutions�

Proof� We denote the �BMDs for sum�xk� xl� xm� and carry�xk� xl� xm� by Su and
Ca� We consider �rst the substitution of xi by Su� The substitution process can be
visualized in Figure �� �Note that the order between xk� xl� xm does not matter because
the sum� and carry�function are totally symmetric� Therefore� the nonterminal node
labels are omitted�� The subst�algorithm calls itself recursively until it reaches the node
in F labeled with variable xi� Obviously� the number of recursive subst�calls is bounded
by O�jF j�� At the node labeled with xi� the operation Flow�xi� � Su � Fhigh�xi� has to be
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Figure �� Representation of substituting xi by Su and xj by Ca�

carried out� where Flow�xi�� Fhigh�xi� denote the �BMDs to which the low� and high�edge
of node xi point� Since F is in SOV� Fhigh�xi� is a terminal node and the call to mult
ends immediately� Since Flow�xi� is in SOV� too� and Su is of constant size� the addition
is bounded by O�jF j�� For all other recursive subst�calls� there will be only a constant
number of mult� and add�calls because of the SOV�structure� as can easily be veri�ed� We
get an overall bound of O�jF j� for the substitution of xi by Su� The �BMD after this
substitution can be seen in Figure � for a variable order xk � � � � � xl � � � � � xm�

For the substitution of xj by Ca� analogous arguments hold� except for the fact� that
the SOV�structure of F is destroyed by Su �see Figure ��� First of all� this leads to some
additional recursive subst�calls� But this will be only a constant number� because Su

has constant depth� Furthermore� we get some additional calls to add and mult during
some of the recursive subst�calls� when the nodes labeled with variables xk� xl� xm meet
each other� But this number is bounded by a constant value too� since Su and Ca have
constant depth�

Therefore� we get a time bound of O�jF j� for the substitution of xi by Su and xj by
Ca independent of the variable order on X and �X n fxi� xjg� � fxk� xl� xmg�

The proof for �rst substituting xj by Ca and then xi by Su is analogous�

From Lemma ��� and Lemma �� we get immediately the following Corollary�

Corollary ��� Substitution of xi� xj in a �BMD F in SOV by the �BMDs Su and Ca

according to Lemma ��� is bounded by O�jF j� with respect to space�

Corollary ��� leads directly to the space bounds for the construction of the �BMD for
the adder part�

Theorem ��� Constructing the �BMD for the adder part of the multiplication circuit
using substitution is bounded by O�n�� with respect to space� This is independent of the
chosen reverse topological order for the fulladder�cells�

�
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Figure �� �BMD after substitution of variable xi only�

Proof� The �BMD F
 with which we start has size O�n� as follows� There is one
nonterminal node for each variable representing a primary output� The resulting �BMD
constructed for the adder�part has size O�n��� One nonterminal node for each variable
representing an initial partial product bit� The exact size depends on the chosen realiza�
tion of the multiplier�

Substitution of the variables corresponding to the outputs of a fulladder by the �BMDs
for the input functions increases the size of the �BMD by �� Each such substitution
is bounded in space by the size of the �BMD� in which the substitution is performed�
Therefore� the largest amount of space is needed for the substitution of the very last
fulladder�

If we consider the fact� that we can delete a �BMD F after substitution of the variables
xi� xj by the �BMDs for the fulladder output functions� we get an overall bound of O�n��
with respect to space� independent of the chosen substitution order�

Additionally� at each point of the substitution process� we know exactly the size of the
�BMD� After having processed the i� fulladder� the size is jF
j� i�

After analyzing the space requirements for the substitutions� we now consider the time
requirements�

Theorem ��� Constructing the �BMD for the adder�part using substitution is bounded
by O�n�� with respect to time� independent of the chosen reverse topological order for the
fulladder�cells�

Proof� For the proof we �rst count the number of fulladder elements� Depending
on the realization� the exact number of these elements di�ers� Asymptotically there are
m � O�n�� fulladder cells� forming the adder�part of any meaningful multiplier� Therefore
the number of execution steps has an upper bound of

m��X
i	


�jF
j� i�

��



Figure �� �BMD after substituting some initial partial product bits�

where jF
j is the size of the initial �BMD according to the proof of Theorem ���� The
above sum is �gured out as follows�

m��X
i	


�jF
j� i� � m � jF
j�
m��X
i	


i

� m � jF
j�
m�m� ��


� O�n��

with jF
j � O�n� and m � O�n���

��� Substitution of the Initial Partial Products

Up to this point we analyzed the complexity of the method of veri�cation by backward
construction for the part of the multiplier circuit that adds the partial product bits to
obtain the result of the multiplication� In the sequence we analyze the costs of the �nal
step� substituting the initial partial product bits into the �BMD� By doing so� we will
destroy the SOV�structure of the �BMD� Our starting point is the �BMD constructed
up to the outputs of the AND gates� It has size m� � O�n��� since there are n� partial
product bits� In fact� it holds m� � jF
j �m � jF
j � �FA� with m from the proof of
Theorem �� and with �FA denoting the number of fulladder cells�

We assume in the following a �xed order among the a� and b�word� assigned to the
primary inputs of the circuit� Let the variable order be an�� � � � � � a
 � bn�� � � � � � b
�
The reason for this unique variable order is� that we must compare the constructed �BMD
with the one for the speci�cation� These two must have the same variable order� In fact�
the variable order within the ai and within the bj is of no interest as long as all variables
forming one input word are before the variables forming the second input word� Otherwise
the �nal �BMD may be larger than n 	BC����

We de�ne a low�path of a �BMD F as the path in F from the root to a leaf� consisting
of only low�edges� Note� that there is only one such path in a �BMD�

��



Figure 
� Final �BMD for the multiplication�

We now show� that the intermediate �BMDs have a structure like that in Figure ��
�The small box on an edge denotes the multiplicative factor�� All nodes with a terminal
high�successor in the upper diagonal line� the low�path� are marked with a variable xk�
assigned to a fulladder input line� These lines are also output lines of AND gates� Nodes
with a nonterminal high�successor are labeled with a variable ai �also in the low�path��
The high�successors of them are labeled with a variable bj� These are located in the lower
diagonal line�

The �nal �BMD is structured as shown in Figure 
�

Theorem ��� Let F be the �BMD constructed for the adder part� Substitution of the
variables of F by the �BMDs for the initial partial product bits ai � bj is bounded by O�n��
with respect to space and O�n�� with respect to time independent of the variable order in
F and independent of the chosen reverse topological order for the AND gates�

Proof� Let F � denote an intermediate �BMD generated after the substitution of some
initial partial product bits� If the node labeled with variable x has not yet been substi�
tuted� it must be on the low�path of F �� Now we consider the substitution of node x by
the �BMD for an initial partial product bit ai � bj� denoted �BMD�ai � bj�� Obviously� the
number of recursive calls to the substitute algorithm �Figure � is bounded by O�jF �j��
During the last of the recursive subst calls� i�e�� at node x� the following operations have
to be carried out�

Flow�x� � �BMD�ai � bj� � Fhigh�x��

The call to mult ends immediately� since x has a terminal high�successor because of the
SOV�structure of F at the beginning of the substitution process� For the add calls we
have to distinguish two di�erent cases�

�� No nodes have been substituted by initial partial products bits with variable ai until
now� Since node x �� nonterminal node� has to be substituted by �BMD�ai � bj�
� nonterminal nodes� the size of F � increases by � if no node for variable bj can be
shared� and it remains unchanged otherwise�
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If variable ai comes after the predecessor of variable x in the variable order� �BMD�ai�
bj� reaches its �nal position in �BMD F � by calls to add during the �nal substitute
call� i�e�line � of Figure � The number of these calls is obviously bounded by O�jF �j��

If variable ai comes before the predecessor of variable x in the variable order� ai
reaches its �nal position in �BMD F � by calls to add during resolving previous
substitute calls �line 
 of Figure �� The number of these add calls is constant� as
one can easily make sure� Furthermore� there is one call to MakeNode and one call
to mult for each of the previous subst calls �lines � and � of Figure ��

� There exists already a node for variable ai� i�e�� some nodes of F have already been
substituted by initial partial product bits ai � bi� � � � � � ai � bik so far� If there exists
also a node for bj� e�g� created during the substitution of an initial partial product
bit al � bj� the size of F

� during the substitution may decreases by �� if the node bj
can be shared� or remains unchanged� otherwise�

The only di�erence to the �rst case is� that there are an additional number of at
most n add calls� because of the position of bj in the variable order among the
bi� � � � � � bik �the worst case occurs� if bj � b
 and fbi� � � � � � bikg � fbn��� � � � � b�g�� So
we have a bound on the total number of calls of O�jF �j � n� � O�jF �j�� because
jF �j � ��n��

Cases � and  together give a bound on the total number of algorithm calls of O�jF �j� for
the substitution of node x by �BMD�ai � bj� in F �� Since we have at most an increase
of n in the size of the starting BMD F �the �rst n initial partial product bits of the
substitution process all have di�erent a�variables� and the size of F is O�n��� the size of
the intermediate �BMDs during substitution is bounded by O�n�� too� This proofs the
�rst part of the theorem� Furthermore� since the number of substitutions is bounded by
O�n�� and the size of the starting �BMD F is O�n�� we get an overall time bound of

m�X
i	�

O�n�� � O�n���

This proves the second part of the theorem and we have completed the proof�

��� Complexity of Backward Construction

With Theorema ���� �� and ���� we conclude� that the method of backward construction
applied to the class of Wallace�tree like multipliers is bounded by O�n�� with respect to
space and by O�n�� with respect to time� These bounds do �largely� not depend on the
chosen variable order during the single substitution steps� Additionally� these bounds do
not depend on the order of substitutions as long as we �rst substitute all fulladder�cells
and afterwards the initial partial product bits�

If we allow one further restriction on the variable ordering� we attain to be totally
free in the substitution ordering across both circuit parts� This means� there is a class of
variable orders� with that we can substitute an initial partial product bit before having
processed all fulladder cells� Nevertheless� the complexity remains polynomial� We only
have to regard the reverse topological order over the whole multiplier circuit�

We de�ne an �x� a� b� variable order to be any variable order� which has as a �rst block
all x�variables� as a second block all a�variables and as a third block all b�variables� The
x�variables denote the fulladder in� and outputs and the a� and b�variables the variables
of the input words to the multiplier� Then we can give the following theorem�
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Theorem ��� Given an �x� a� b� variable order� the method of backward construction�
applied to the class of Wallace�tree like multipliers� is bounded by O�n�� with respect to
space and O�n�� with respect to time independent of the reverse topological order on the
circuit�

Proof� The �BMD decomposes into two parts� The upper part consists of x�variables
only� and is in SOV� �Despite the fact� that the last high�edge points to a nonterminal
node� labeled with an a�variable�� The lower part consists of a� and b�variables� We have
to consider two cases�

�� Substituting Su �Ca�� we �rst have to �nd the substituted variable� That will be
found in the upper part of the �BMD� Depending on the variable ordering within the
xk� the add operation of the substitution continues downward the �BMD� Maximally�
it reaches the edge� pointing to a
 �respectively any ai� which ever is the �smallest�
a�variable so far�� There� the recursive calls terminate� since xk � ai� for all k� i�
Theorema ���� �� can be applied for the costs� considering only the size of the upper
part of the �BMD�

� Substituting a partial product� Theorem ��� can be applied�

One open problem is the complexity if we allow� that initial partial product bits are
substituted before all fulladder�cells are processed� but with a di�erent variable order
as that from Theorem ���� i�e�� not all x�variables are at the beginning of the variable
order� We expect� that the complexity remains still polynomial� since the structure of the
resulting �BMD is similar to the one used here� The crucial point is the SOV�structure�
There we have a chain of x�variables together with a�variables and one chain of b�variables
�see Figure ��� The b�chain forms a SOV�structure� the other one has similar properties�
All x�variables have a terminal node as high�successor like in a regular SOV�structure�
Only the high�successors of a�variables point to b�variables�

Before we come to our conclusions� we brie�y discuss the case� that the multiplier
circuit to be veri�ed is not a multiplier circuit� e�g� it has a design error� With our
results� we can prematurely detect such an error by watching the �BMD size�

Assume� we have processed only gates in the adder�part of the circuit� After processing
the i� gate the �BMD has size jF
j� i� If the actual �BMD has not that size� there is an
error� Assume now� that we considered at least some initial partial product bits of the
circuit� Then� the size of the �BMD depends on which initial partial product bits have
been substituted� Not considering an accurate size bound� the �BMD must not be larger
than jF
j��FA� n� and must not be smaller that n� at any time�

� Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper we analyzed the complexity of the method of veri�cation by backward
construction applied to the class of Wallace�tree like multipliers� We gave a formal proof
of polynomial upper bounds on run�time and space requirements with respect to the input
word sizes for that method� Note� that until now� only experimental data has been given
to show the feasibility of the method�

Future research directions are to �nd a more e�cient way for backward construction�
e�g�� by parallelizing the substitution process according to the given hierarchical circuit
structure� Furthermore� we will take a look at integer dividers� which could not be veri�ed
by backward construction so far�
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